Dear Shri Harchandan Singh ji,

Good Morning. Since sometime over, we are not in touch. You may be seeing the Guest column of the site. People are anxiously looking forward for a word of good message in response to your message following meeting with Shri Harjit Singh.

Even though, the proposal resent by the department on 7/5/2018 is not on lines of expectations, yet something should have come by now. Pl let all know if you have any latest news and if not further plans.

You might have seen the judgment in OA 730 and 731 delivered on 18/6/ and 19/6/2018 (Just last month) in CAT / Bengaluru

The judgment is so clear with directions to fix pension at 9375/-taking 4800/- as the GP. But we may expect it would be implemented only to the petitioners. That is the way how the department is functioning.

You may also kindly see to the reply given By Dr Jitendra Singh, in Rajya Sabha on 7/2/2018 to unstarred question No 707. This is the glaring example as to how the department is working to cover up sheer truths and misleading.

With all these happenings, you have to plan something According to majority of the pensioners affected, there seems to be no way other than legal action from an organisation side. Unless it is on the banner of any Association, pl take it granted it will not be implemented to all.

However, I am not counseling for my case. I am taking care of it separately. Plaint is already drafted and about to be filed within a week.

Wishing to have your response,

Yours sincerely,

M L K Rao
1) Case Reg Benefit of Replacement Scale S-13 for Revision of minimum Pension after 6th CPC for those who retired from S 12, is still pending with MOF (Exp).

2) The general Case is still pending in SC and no further action is expected till the disposal thereof Reg other Scales for the Benefit of Replacement Scales for fixation of Revised Pension after 6th CPC.

3) Please send the copies of the two judgments referred to by you i.e. in OA 730 and 731 delivered on 18/6/ and 19/6/2018, so that Memorandum can be sent to the Govt to apply the same to all.

With best wishes & regards,

Er. HARCHANDAN SINGH
SG RSCWS
32 Phase 6, Mohali (Chandigarh) – 160056
Ph: 0172 2228306, M: 09316131598, M: 09569631598